
PARENT LETTER

Dear Parent:

Your child is beginning a unit created at the Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center. 
This unit was designed to promote inquiry-based science and is complete with materials to 
accompany the activities. During the next twelve weeks, your child will be actively involved with 
the Plants and Animals Live Here unit. This unit is geared for kindergarten students and focuses 
on the science concepts that all living things have basic needs, and they meet their needs in their 
habitat. The unit emphasizes the following enduring understandings of science concepts: 

1. Living things eat, grow, and reproduce (have babies).

2. Plants and animals (including humans) need air, food, water, and habitat (space) to grow and
survive.

3. Plants and animals (including humans) meet their needs for survival in their habitats.

4. Plants and animals can cause change in their habitats to meet their needs.

Kindergarten students are also encouraged to think and act like scientists and begin to develop 
observation and communication skills in science.

1. Communicate scientific findings to others.

2. Learn how scientists figure out answers to their questions about the world through
investigation and obtaining information from text and media.

3. Develop an awareness of and sensitivity to the natural world.

Familiar organisms will be studied as your child becomes involved with the activities in this unit. 
During this unit of study, your child will observe and investigate the movements, the habitat, 
and the basic life functions of pill bugs and earthworms. He or she will learn about the different 
animals’ effect on their habitat and surroundings. By planting different kinds of seeds, your child 
will begin to notice the similarities and differences between plants. 

If you would like your child to participate in helping to provide food for the pill bugs and 
earthworms, feel free to send small amounts of the following items with your child: apple 
peelings, potato peelings, lettuce, cornmeal, or oatmeal.

Your child will be actively involved in constructing and reflecting on new scientific knowledge 
as she or he becomes a learner as well as a user of knowledge. Asking questions, developing 
solutions, interpreting and reconstructing information, and reflecting on his or her own 
knowledge are all components incorporated in this unit.

Suggestions for activities to do at home are included with this letter. These activities will reinforce 
the concepts taught during this unit’s instruction. 

May you enjoy quality time with your child while discussing the concepts involved with the Plants 
and Animals Live Here unit. Let us know if we may be of assistance.

The Outreach Staff

Battle Creek Area Mathematics and Science Center

(269) 213-3904 or (269) 213-3905



ACTIVITIES TO DO AT HOME

• Take your child for a walk around the neighborhood to find different examples of living
things. Have your child categorize the examples into two groups: plants and animals. Be
sure your child observes the habitat of the living things she or he sees (i.e., birds and nests;
wildflowers in a field).

• Help your child dig for earthworms. Have him or her notice the habitat and behavior of the
earthworm. Stress the importance of respect for living things as your child examines the
earthworm.

• Take your child to a pet store, zoo, or another place where she or he can match an adult
animal with its offspring.

• Help your child find pictures of different types of plants in magazines, newspapers, and
postcards, cut them out, and glue them into a notebook. Have him or her write or dictate
sentences telling about the pictures.

• As the whole family takes a walk through a local park, list the plants and animals (including
birds and insects) that are observed. Draw a simple map of the area and label where the
living things were seen.

• Plant three different kinds of seeds in three different pots with your child. Have him or her
mist the surface of the soil, cover the pots with plastic wrap, and place them in a sunny
location. When the seeds sprout, have your child remove the plastic wrap and allow the
plants to continue to grow in a sunny location. Have your child compare the similarities and
differences between the three plants.

• Make a family plan to reduce the impact on the community by organizing a cleanup of a
local park or playground. Discuss the importance of leaving no trace when hiking, playing in
the park, and exploring different habitats.

• Take your child to the library to find books about living things—all plants and animals. Have
him or her compare and classify familiar plants and animals on the basis of what they look
like. Recommended titles include:

From Seed to Plant, by Gail Gibbons 
Trees, Leaves and Bark, by Diana Burns 
What Do You Do When Something Wants to Eat You? by Steve Jenkins 
The Tree Book for Kids and Their Grown Ups, by Gina Ingoglia 




